
During the Senate education committee meeting on August 6th, we learned that school districts
cannot legally mandate masks so thank you for wanting mask optional.
Children's mental health matters. Think of Your Children and all the children you have in these
schools, our children….these kids will one day be adults. If we keep forced Masking and
Contact Tracing these kids will NEVER have normalcy in schools again.  If we KEEP Forced
Maskin, social distancing and contact tracing we might as well call the whole school year off.
I WILL NOT submit my children to another year of HELL. Because of all this My Son was
neglected at Steckel, my son has a mild form of tourettes now, my daughter needed therapy and
I am so not alone.
I am in a not for profit Organization Called Freedom For Choice Of the Lehigh Valley and Our
lawyer states Putting a Mask on Children is CHILD ABUSE
Follow the science and please do not listen to the CDC or The PDE, listen to Scientists,
Doctors, nurses etc….Children are at a very low risk of serious illness or death of Covid-19.
Children ages 1-4 are 20 times more likely to die of Influenza. There Have been ZERO reported
deaths for children under 15 years old, due to Covid in Pennsylvania and really saying this out
loud makes me angry. Everyone here is responsible for each child's torment of wearing masks,
torment of social distancing, and the abuse these children faced all last year due to ZERO
deaths in children.

There is an extremely low risk of transmission of Covid 19 from Children to adults. Ask
yourselves...by now you all should know about asymptomatic spread...the real truth.

Hazards of Masking ANY Child: Social skill development limitations, children losing their identity,
Difficulty breathing, headaches, wet mask issues….actually masks do not work after 20 minutes
because of the moisture, misinterpretation of words, infections, fungi.

We MUST keep masks optional, no social distancing and zero contact tracing because there are
other illnesses, the flu will happen this fall and I urge you all to remember this is Okay and
should still remain a choice, up to the parents to decide. Thank you all on the board and our
new superintendent Dr. Steckel for being the leaders in this, just remember to stay the leaders
and please do not retract.

IN FINAL: NO Covid Deaths reported in PA for Children under 15. Transmission from children to
adults is almost non-existent.  So Please Think of Our Children...We all need a normal year. Our
children deserve NO MORE ABUSE.


